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THE WILDCAT

Durham Women v Coventry United
Sunday 2 May 2021, 2pm
FA Women’s Championship

FROM THE
DUGOUT
Good afternoon and welcome to
today’s game against Coventry United.
I’d like to extend a warm welcome to Jay
Bradford and all the players, staff and
officials from Coventry today.
Our last game against Charlton Athletic
was a disappointing result for us all. It puts
a bit more emphasis on today’s game,
but it’s behind us now and we have to be
positive going into our last game of the
season. One of the positives from last
week was Lily Crosthwaite and Grace Ayre
coming off the bench. It’s been difficult for
the young players - especially when we’ve
been competing for the top spot for so
long - to give them opportunities. We’ve
given them chances where we could and
they made an impact last week. They’ve
been excellent in training all season and
have really supported the senior players
throughout this period. When they’ve
played in their respective times they are
standing out and performing and deserves
this future. Players like that are the future
of the football club.

Today we welcome Coventry United to
Maiden Castle and, like Charlton, they are
on a really good run. We’ve played them
a couple of times this season and scored
some goals against them, and they’ve
scored some against us - so it should provide an interesting afternoon today!
As this is our last game of the season,
I’d like to really thank all the staff at
the club and the players for what has
been - despite some disappointments - a
season of success, especially given all the
circumstances. Our coaching staff - Steph,
Tom, Simon, Chris and Nat - have been exceptional all season and the players have
worked incredibly hard. So have the staff
behind the scenes, running the game days
and so that we were able to communicate
with the fans, stream all the games and
keep everybody informed. I’d like to thank
John Middleton and Phill Davison from
Durham Hospitals Radio for their huge
assistance with that.
We’ve streamed every home game of the
season, we haven’t just been picking and

chosing, and hopefully we can get back to
normality to next season. We can’t wait to
get people down to our new ground and
to see them getting behind the players.
Behind the scenes, we’re putting in a lot of
work to make the match day experience at
Maiden Castle a really enjoyable one for
when fans do come back.
I’d also like to thank all of our club partners. What they contribute to us is huge,
and they probably don’t realise just how
much they do contribute. It’s so valuable
to us and allows us to grow. Our partners
this season - Durham University, Hummel,
Vision for Education, iPro, Durham Sixth
Form Centre, Bede Sixth Form, Newcastle
College and Vertu BMW & Mini Durham are really valued by everyone at the club
and will help us to take that next step
Thanks as always for your support - and I
look forward to hopefully seeing you back
next season.
Lee Sanders

Sarah
wilson
Good afternoon and welcome to to- who came on and linked up to
day’s game against Coventry United. create that goal. It clearly shows
the development of players coming
In our last game against Charlton,
through which is fantastic.
it didn’t seem to click for us on the
pitch and it was a frustrating afterToday we welcome Coventry, and
noon - but all credit to Charlton.
our two games against them this
They took their chances and that’s
season have been two very contrasthow you win football games.
ing games. The game away in the
league was a crazy game, and a very
In the first 20 minutes, we started
poor start from us. But Coventry
really well and had all the ball, we
had three very good chances and
felt in total control. We conceded a took them all very well. We came
goal against a run of play, which is
out fighting though and showed our
frustrating, but I suppose not taking spirit and determination - and we
the chances when it really counted just need to make sure we bring that
and when we were in control cost
again today. We need to make sure
us.
we remain switched on to our game
plan and finish as strongly as we can.
We kept fighting until the end and
that’s the type of team we are. The We can still finish the league with
goal we scored came from two of
our highest-ever points tally and
the youngest players in the club,
that’s what we’re working towards.

We want to finish as high as we can,
but we’re well aware of the test
we’ve got before us.
Finally, I would like to thank our fans
for their support from afar this season. More than ever, we really have
felt that support. It’s been awful not
having that support with us as we
know the type of atmosphere that
our fans can create, and we really
can’t wait to have them back.
Thanks as always for your support and we’ll see you next season!
Sarah Wilson

LEAGUE
STATS

INTRODUCING

COVENTRY
Founded in 1991, the club
began in the West Midlands
Regional League. In 1997,
as Coventry City, they were
promoted into the FA Women’s
Premier League Northern
Division, where they stayed
until relegation in 2002.

After three consecutive
runners-up finishes, Coventry
won the Midland Combination
again in 2010 – scoring 66 goals
in 22 league games.

The club played at Coventry
University Sports and Conference Centre, Westwood Heath
In 2002–03 the club developed and at Coventry Sphinx FC,
closer relations with Coventry
before moving to the Oval,
City F.C. while revamping and Bedworth. In August 2014 the
expanding the youth centre of club announced a move to the
excellence. In 2004 the club
Ricoh Arena in Coventry for
were promoted back to the
the 2014–15 season.Midway
FA Women’s Premier League
through the 2014–15 season,
Northern Division, but lasted
Coventry Ladies were forced
only a season at the higher
out of the Ricoh Arena after
level.
the arrival of Wasps RFC to the
Ricoh. They found themselves

playing at the Bedworth Oval
once again.
In July 2015 they merged with
Coventry United and moved
into the Butts Park Arena, home
of Coventry R.F.C. where Coventry United play. April 2019
saw the side win the National
League South, the third tier in
the women’s game.

HOME GROUND
BUTTS PARK ARENA

MANAGER
JAY BRADFORD

CLUB CAPTAIN
SUE WOOD

TOP SCORER
BETH MERRICK (4)

WE’VE MET BEFORE

COVENTRY
Durham Women completed a stunning
second half comeback to beat Coventry
United – having been 3-1 behind at
half-time.
Beth Merrick’s hat-trick had put the Red
and Green ahead at the break, despite
Beth Hepple’s tenth minute strike.

bodies forward in search of a leveller.
Roberts saw a shot blocked at the source
before Sue Wood did well to claw
Hepple’s low shot away from the bottom
corner.

And while Durham improved as the half
wore on, they conceded a third only
But an Emily Roberts brace and Sarah
minutes before the break as Merrick swept
Robson’s effort saw the Wildcats complete home from 12 yards after a cross from
an unlikely turnaround.
deep.
It was a slow start from the Wildcats, who
found themselves two down with eight
minutes on the clock.
Both goals came from Merrick – the first
a rocket from distance and the second a
cool finish after a quick counter-attack.

But after some stern words at half-time,
the visitors came out a side transformed
after the break and netted a second
moments after the restart.
Roberts was the scorer, curling into the top
corner after Durham kept on the pressure
after a corner wasn’t fully cleared.

After that slow start, Durham grew into the
game and pulled a goal back – Hepple
From there on out, the Wildcats kept on
prodding home after Bridget Galloway’s
pushing but were kept at bay buy their
intelligent cut-back.
hosts – for whom ‘keeper Wood was in
inspired form.
That buoyed the Wildcats, who poured

But a third would come with twenty
minutes left as Robson reacted quickest to
hook home from another set piece.
And there would be a fourth moments later after substitute Nicki Gears spearheaded a lightning-quick break before slipping
in Roberts – who fired across Wood and
into the bottom corner.
There were chances for a fifth – with Wood
keeping out Gears before Robson sent
a long-range effort over the bar – but
Durham had already done the necessary
to claim a fine win.
Durham XI: Borthwick, Hill, Briggs,
Lambert, Wilson, Robson, Hepple, Sharpe
(Salicki 86), Galloway (Gears 63), Christon,
Roberts (Brown 89)
Sub not used: Mackain

SQUAD
CHECK

ONE TO WATCH
BETH MERRICK
Formerly of Sheffield United and Aston Villa, the forward
has plenty of technical ability and will be well-known to the
Durham defence - having already scored a hat-trick against
the Wildcats this term
A threat from range and set-pieces, Merrick will undoubtedly
be one to keep a close eye on today.

ONE TO WATCH
BECKY ANDERSON
The midfielder is another player who can offer a goal threat
- and indeed has already scored from range once against
Durham this term
But Anderson is a real all-round midfielder, and will be scrapping for every ball in the engine room today.
Anderson has formerly played for London Bees in the
Championship.

Sue Wood
Goalkeeper
Experienced stopper who has been in
fine form this season.
Olivia Clark
Goalkeeper
Welsh international who has a bright
future in the game.
Nikki Miles
Defender
Powerful centre back, equally strong in
the air and on the ground.
Phoebe Warner
Midfielder
Former Aston Villa youngster whose
versatility is a real asset.
Katy Morris
Forward
Mainly plays out wide and netted a brace
last weekend.
Helen Dermody
Midfielder
An experienced head who also scored
twice against Crystal Palace.
Ashlee Brown
Defender
Pacy and athletic full-back, formerly of
Aston Villa.
Destiney Toussaint
Midfielder
Attack-minded midfielder who joined
from Birmingham in the winter window.
Anna Wilcox
Defender
A leader at the back and a reliable
presence in the heart of the defence.
Amy Wathan
Forward
Was on the scoresheet last week and has
impressed this term.
Fran Orthodoxou
Midfielder
Ex-West Brom midfielder who joined
earlier in the season.
Hayley Crackle
Defender
Ex-Aston Villa full-back, who also has
international experience.
Georgia Stevens
Forward
Joined in January after a spell playing in
Iceland.

JOHN
MIDDLETON
Greetings from The Turrett!

great performances and results, and
the Supporters’ Club, meant that
When we look back on this season, viewing figures were constantly high;
I think it will go down as the best so you were so loyal that they were
far. A long run of unbeaten games, higher than the FA coverage when
a record points tally, a great League strangely replicated. Thank you!
Cup campaign all watched by
thousands. The only downside being It has been a learning process but
the entire season was without fans in great fun, a service which wouldn’t
the ground.
have been possible without Mark,
Andy, Jonny and Phill, thank you all!
The Pandemic brought many
(Talking of Phill, he won’t be with us
challenges to the club but also
this weekend, the second time this
opportunities.
sesson with the same opposition rumours he has been sent the other
It has a been a privilege to be able way are untrue!).
to bring the matches live via the
internet this season; we had no idea I must thank the Club for their genhow it would go or whether people erous support of Durham Hospitals
would tune-in!
Radio too, a great partnership which
has gone back years and will continWe shouldn’t have worried, the
ue for many, many years to come.
ever-growing fanbase, aided by

Hopefully, it’ll be back to normal
next season and you can add your
voices to the action!
Coventry United come to Maiden
Castle in a rich vein of form, and
with second place is at stake for us,
means we’re promised a cracker of
a game!
We look forward to you joining us
on Durham Hospitals Radio and/or
the Live Stream. See you all again
next season!
Enjoy the game, let’s hear the “Wildcat Roar”
John
@JADMiddy
www.internet-radio.com/station/
durhamhospital/

bede advert to take
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FEATURE
INTERVIEW
After hitting 100 appearances for the club last week, Becky
Salicki reflects on her time at Maiden Castle - and looks
ahead to the future...

It’s been a rollercoaster of a “But I’m just happy to play
five years for Becky Salicki. every single game and it’s
always been an honour and
Since joining the Wildcats in a privilege to represent this
2016, the central defender badge and this club.”
has gone on to become
an influential part of the
Salicki joins Beth Hepple,
club’s backline - and last
Ellie Christon, Sarah Wilson,
weekend became only the Sarah Robson and Nicki
sixth player to hit the 100
Gears in hitting the century
appearance milestone for
mark - and she believes that
the club.
the sheer number of players
hitting such milestones
And for someone who has speaks volumes about the
had more than their fair
club.
share of injury woes over
recent years, the
“I say it so many times, but
significance of that landwe are like a family here.
mark isn’t lost on Salicki.
“We have that tight knit of
“For me personally, it’s
players who get along really
huge,” she said.
well and it’s a dedication to
the club that we’ve been
“I’ve had a lot of injuries
here so long.
and I’ll forever be grateful
to the club for giving me
“We get given so much
this opportunity to play for and I think a lot of people
one, but to carry on playing understimate what we have
and to reach this milestone. and it’s a fantastic club.
“It’s a really, really important moment for me.”

“It speaks volumes that so
many people have hit these
milestones - because peoSo what moments stand out ple want to stay here.”
for Salicki from her time at
the club?
Salicki’s 99th appearance
was a game to remem“Probably the Manchester ber too, as the Wildcats
United game when we won competed with top tier
at home, that was a huge
side Everton in the Vitality
game.
Women’s FA Cup.
“Also the Chelsea game,
just to be able to say you’ve
played against some of the
high calibre of players that
we did.

It was a performance that
the defender felt showed
plenty of promise.
“We set up for that game
with a specific game plan

and I think we did it really,
really well.
“Obviously it was a bit
unlucky to concede in the
way we did - but that game
showed exactly what we
can do.
“We’ve always been
defensively solid and we
really put that on show at
Everton.”
Now, Salicki is looking
to make appearance 101
equally as memorable and hopefully with a more
positive outcome at the end
of it.
But as ever, Durham are respectful of the threats that
this weekend’s opponents
will pose.
“We just need to finish as
best we can.
“We’ve got a really hard
game left to play and we’ve
got the upmost respect for
Coventry - but hopefully
we can get together, work
hard and show that in the
game.”

Looking for a
teaching or school
support job?
Recruiting Teachers, NQTs, TAs,
HLTAs, Cover Supervisors &
other support staff for primary,
secondary & SEND schools
Day-to-day supply cover
Short & long-term placements
Permanent positions
Why work for
Vision for Education?

Excellent daily rates paid weekly
through PAYE
Guaranteed pay scheme (subject
to availability & qualifying criteria)
FREE training & regular social
events
Generous refer a friend or
colleague bonus scheme

Get in touch today
t 0800 085 0644
e info@visionforeducation.co.uk
w www.visionforeducation.co.uk

13 branches
across the UK
Bristol
Cambridge
Huddersfield
Leeds
Lincolnshire
Liverpool
Manchester
Newcastle

Northampton
Peterborough
Preston
Sheffield
Teesside

LAST TIME
OUT AT HOME
A debut goal from Ali Johnson helped
Durham Women to a point against Sheffield United.

much more of a threat than at the beginning of the half.

With just five minutes to go, Durham again
had a big chance, but Galloway could only
flick Hepple’s free-kick inches over the bar.

Durham were almost rewarded for this
pressure on the stroke of half-time, when
Sharpe controlled Briggs’ cross brilliantly
Sheffield attempted to respond to the
on her chest and fired a goal bound volley host’s pressure, but were limited to strikes
that Kitching managed to tip over the bar. from distance which failed to cause Borthwick many problems.
Durham started the game on the back
Durham started the second half with the
foot, with the Wildcats’ only chance being same intensity as they ended the first.
But it was Durham who dominated the
a shot from distance by Hepple, which was
closing stages, as they continued to
held by Kitching.
Seven minutes into the second period, the probe, moving the ball to try and unlock a
Wildcats were almost ahead. Brown’s cross resilient Sheffield defence.
Sheffield United controlled the first halfwas not dealt with effectively by Kitching
hour, and capitalised on their dominance and Briggs’ subsequent header was
With less than a minute to play, Durham
after 29 minutes. Sweetman-Kirk putting
cleared away by Little.
looked destined to edge their opponents,
away her third clear-cut chance in 5
but Crosthwaite’s drilled cross went right
minutes.
Durham continued their search for a winacross the face of goal, and no one could
ner as the game wore on, but were largely get the vital touch.
Despite threatening very little, the hosts
forced to half-chances; both teams apwere on level terms three minutes later,
peared to be cancelling out one another. Durham XI: Borthwick, Wilson (c), Hill, Salwhen debutant Ali Johnson fired beyond
icki (Christon 58), Holmes, Robson, Briggs,
Kitching from 25 yards out.
On the 78-minute mark the Wildcats had
Brown (Crosthwaite 88), Johnson, Hepple,
a clear sight of goal, but Hepple’s freekick Sharpe (Galloway 66)
The Wildcats ended the first half the
from a dangerous area on the edge of the Subs not used: Mackain, Lambert, Ayre,
stronger of the two sides, and carried
box failed to trouble Kitching.
Greenwood, Lee
The visitors almost opened the scoring
within the first minute when Rolandsen’s
cross was met by Sweetman-Kirk from just
10 yards out.
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THE TEAMS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
22
24
25
30
96

Hannah Reid
Kathryn Hill
Lauren Briggs
Mollie Lambert
Sarah Wilson
Sarah Robson
Beth Hepple
Molly Sharpe
Nicki Gears
Iris Achterhof
Bridget Galloway
Lily Crosthwaite
Megan Borthwick
Becky Salicki
Dee Bradley
Ellie Christon
Emily Roberts
Danielle Brown
Hannah Greenwood
Ali Johnson
Abby Holmes
Grace Ayre
Brooke Mackain
Rachel Lee

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
28

Sue Wood
Holly Chandler
Nikki Miles
Anna Wilcox
Maz Gauntlett
Fran Orthodoxou
Phoebe Warner
Amy Wathan
Amber Hughes
Hayley Crackle
Olivia Clark
Alice Hassall
Helen Dermody
Ashlee Brown
Anna Colville
Beth Merrick
Georgia Stevens
Destiney Toussaint
Katy Morris
Becky Anderson
Jenna Roberts
Alanah Mann
Keeley Davies

THANKS FOR ALL
YOUR SUPPORT
THIS SEASON!

